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Key insights at a glance

Total business-to-business (B2B) revenue will exceed US$200bn. The B2B 
market is forecast to reach nearly US$225bn by 2018, with the US and China key growth 
markets. Further down the rankings, countries such as Spain, Brazil and India are showing 
positive trends, growing at CAGRs of 10.5%, 7.2% and 6.9%, respectively.

Professional books revenue will surpass directories in 2015 as digital spurs 
growth … Strong growth in Internet connections has led consumers to adapt to digital. 
Global electronic professional books revenue will be a beneficiary, rising by a CAGR of 17.2% 
over the forecast period and helping total professional books revenue to overtake total directory 
advertising revenue in 2015.

… and directories providers need to adapt. Digital gains mean the traditional print 
trade directory business model is being disrupted, with revenue forecast to fall from US$13.2bn 
to US$6.7bn between 2013 and 2018, while digital directory advertising revenue will rise from 
US$10.1bn to US$15.7bn. The methods by which providers attempt to transition to digital will 
provide one of the forecast period’s most interesting stories.

Trade shows will grow at a 4.4% CAGR by using social media to complement 
the sustained appeal of face-to-face meetings. In a world of social media and digital 
communications, exhibition companies also need to remain relevant. Innovative integration 
of social media and the lasting appeal of the exhibition will help trade shows revenue rise more 
than US$7bn to US$37.6bn in 2018.

What will the future hold when market research meets big data? The previous 
two years have seen a number of big data analytics start-ups and expertise acquired by large 
advertising companies. But how will traditional market research firms and big data analytics 
compete for scarce budgets?

‘DIY’ survey tools have solid foundations. Companies such as cloud-based 
SurveyMonkey, which had 1.5mn users in 2013, remain in expansion mode—but what are 
their strategies for continuing growth?


